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Abstract 

A 432-MHz, four-vane-type, radio-frequency quadrupole 
(RFQ) Iinac was developed as a pre-injeclOr of the I-GeV prolOn 
linac for the Japanese Hadron Project (JHP). It accelerates a 20-mA 
H- beam from 50 keV lo 3 MeV with a 3% duty factor. In order lo 
stabilize the field against dipole mode mixing, a -mode stabilizing 
loop (PISL) was devised and several pairs of PISLs were installed 
in the RFQ.1be frequencies of the dipole modes (fEll" modes) are 
significantly increased and well separated from the accelerating 
mode (fE210 mode). We thus obtained a uniform field distribution 
within ±0.75% both longitudinally and azimuthally. 

Introduction 

During the last six years we have been carrying out the 
research and development (R&D) on a four-vane-type, radio-fre
quency quadrupole (RFQ) Iinac for the I-GeV prolOn Iinac of the 
Japanese Hadron Project (JHP) [1). lIS resonant frequency, duty 
faclOr, injection and final energies were determined from a beam
optics consideration of the entire system lo be 432 MHz, 3% (600 
JlSxSO Hz), 50 keV and 3 MeV, respectively. In order lo achieve 
these rcquiremenlS, keeping the maximum surface electric field lo 
less than I.S-times the Kilpatrick limit, theRFQ should be elongated 
lo about 2.7 m [2). 

As the first step of the R&D, a low-power model cavity 
without any field stabilizer, vane modulation or side-tuner was 
constructed with small relative intervane-distance errors ofless than 
±30~m in order lo examine the rf characteristics of such a long RFQ 
cavity [3]. In this cavity we experienced not only a tuning difficulty, 
but also a field instability due lo dipole mode mixing caused by 
thermal stress in the vanes: a few-percent change in the square of the 
magnetic field arose from a few-degree change in the ambient 
temperature. Since the dipole mode gives rise to beam bending, the 
mixing of any dipole mode reduces the acceptance of an RFQ. The 
reason for the tuning difficulty and the field instability can be 
comprehended as follows. 
oThe lowest-order mode of the four-vane-type RFQ without any 
field stabilizer is a dipole mode (TEllO mode). lIS resonant fre
quency is slightly lower than the accelerating lowest-orderquadrupole 
mode (fE210 mode). An RFQ, being long compared lOilS free-space 
rf wavelength, has many other higher order dipole modes (fEll" 
modes). Their resonant frequencies are higher or lower than that of 
the accelerating mode, or sometimes very close lo that of the 

accelerating mode. 1be dipole mode with a resonant frequency 
closer lO that of the accelerating mode is more easily mixed with the 
accelerating mode by a small amountofpcrturoation. Since the duty 
factor of the JHP RFQ is significantly higher than that of conven
tional RFQs, the thermal deformation of the vanes caused by the 
input rf power cannot be negligible. Therefore, we concluded that 
the field stabilizer against dipole mode mixing is inevitable for the 
JHPRFQ. 

After a significant amount of studies concerning the field 
stability, we devised a new method, referred lO as a -mode 
stabilizing loop (PISL) [4,5]. Several pairs ofPISLs installed in an 
RFQ enlarge the frequency separations between the accelerating 
mode and the dipole modes in essentially the same way as the vane 
coupling rings (VCRs) [6], which have been used in most of the 
successfully operating four-vane-type RFQs. Owing lO iLS simple 
shape, a PISL is significantly easier lO fabricate than a VCR. The 
water-cooling and electrical contact for a PISL (important for high
duty operation) are also easier than those for a VCR. The field 
stabilizing effect of a PISL was empirically confmned by installing 
several pairsofPISLs in the low-power model cavity for the lHP [7]. 
We therefore decided lO construct an RFQ stabilized with PISLs (see 
Fig. I) for the lHP [S,9). 

In this paper we present the measured low-power rf charac
teristics of the RFQ. 

Numbers and positions of PISLs, Tuners and so on 

In Fig. 2, we show a cross-sectional view of the RFQ cavity 
and longitudinal views of the fourquadranlS of the cavity. As shown 
in the figure, sixteen pairs ofPISLs (eight pairs of horizontal PISLs 
and eigh t pairs of vertical PISLs) are installed. The distance between 
the neighbouring horizontal and vertical PISLs are 170 mm (about 
a quarter of the free-space rf wavelength). Although the number of 
PISLs per the free-space rf wavelength is about twice as large as the 
number of VCRs in a conventional RFQ stabilized with VCRs, the 
longitudinal electric-field distortion due to the additional capaci
tance caused by the PISLs is about a quarter as small as that caused 
by the VCRs [4). There are fifteen spaces on each quadrant between 
the neighbouring horiwntal and vertical PISLs. We use these spaces 
as ports for the coupler (C), vacuum pumping (V), tuner (stab
tuner.T, stab-tuner with viewing hole:Tw or movable tuner.Tm) or 
loop monilOr (M). We refer lo these fifteen ports as a....POrt, b_port,,, 
and o""port. At first, the number and positions of the couplers were 
determined (two couplers at two h_ports on the 2nd and 3rd 
quadranlS). We selected these two positions considering the easiness 
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Fig. 1 A photograph of the PISLs installed 
to the IHP RFQ. 
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A cross-sectional view of the RFQ cavity and longitudinal views of the four quadrants of the cavity. 
The characters ofP, C, T, Tw, Tm, V and M stand for PISL, coupler, stab-tuner, stab-tuner with 
viewing hole, movable tuner, vacuum port and loop monitor, respectively. 
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ofinstalling thecoupler. At the opposite sides of these two ports (two 
h_ports on the 1st and 4th quadrants). two stab-tuners with viewing 
holes (Tw) are. respectively. located in order to observe the dis
charge inside the couplers. These two tuners play another role in 
compensating for the effect of the couplers upon dipole mode 
mixi.ng. We then determined the positions of eight stab-tuners (T). 
eight movable tuners (Tm). twenty vacuum ports (V) and twenty 
loop monitors (M). as shown in Fig. 2. Note that the same elements 
are located at diametrically opposite ports. Forexample. two a_ports 
on the Istand 3rd quadrants are used for vacuum ports. Suchadipole 
symmetrical pertumation causes no dipole-mode mixing like vane 
modulation. In this way. the tuners (T and Tm) aredistributcd ateight 
longitudinal positions (a_. c_. d_. Co L 1_. m_and o_ports). If the 
same numberoftuners were located quadrupole symmetrically. the 
tuners could be distributed at only four longitudinal positions. When 
all of the tuners are moved by the same distance in order to tune the 
resonant frequency of the cavity. the higher order quadrupole mode 
of the TE217 mode would be mixed with the accelcrating mode in the 
former arrangement of the tuners (at eight longitudinal positions). 
while the TE213 mode would be mixed with the accelerating mode 
in the latter arrangement The resonant frequencies of the TE217 and 
TE213 modes were estimated to be 581.076 MHz and 462.994 MHz. 
respectively {the resonant frequency of the accelerating mode 
(TE21 0 mode) is 432 MHz) . The frequency separation between the 
TE210and TE217 modes is about5-timesas large as that between the 
TE210and TE213 modes. Therefore. the longitudinal field distortion 
due to the tuners in the former arrangement is about one-fifth of that 
in the latter arrangement In other words. the tunable region of the 
resonant frequency in the former arrangement is about 5-times as 
large as that in the latter arrangement, the acceptable longitudinal 
field distortion being limited by the beam dynamics. Furthermore. 
the conductance for vacuum pumping is also improved by distribut
ing the vacuum ports at ten longitudinal positions. The estimated 
conductance is about 50 Vsec per port 

RF Field Measurements and Tuning 

The rf field distribution of the accelerating mode is measured 
by the bead-perturbation method. introducing a bead into the inside 
of each of the four quadrant cavities. The positions of the beads for 
each quadran t are shown in Fig. 2. We used aluminum columns with 
6 mm diameter and 6 mm length as beads. The low-power rf signals 
were fed through or detected by loop monitors installed on dummy 
end plates. Figure 3 shows a photograph of the set-up when the low
power rf characteristics were measured. 

The measured magnetic-field distributions in the four quad
rants before and after tuning both the distributions and the resonant 
frequency are shown in Figs. 4a and 4b. respectively. These distri
butions are presented in the forms of the squares of the magnetic 
fields. since the resonant-frequency shift measured by the bead-

perturbation method is proportional to the square of the field 
strength. In Figs. 4a and 4b. sixteen steep peaks were observed for 
each quadrant These peaks represent the locally modified magnetic 
field near to the rods for the PISLs. It can be seen from Fig. 2 that the 
distance between the rod and the bead is very small (the minimum 
value is about 6 mm). Furthermore. the field distribution can be 
locally modified around the vacuum ports. the couplers and the 
tuners. In order to correctly estimate the field uniformity not 
disturlled by these local effects. the field distributions are compared 
at the ports indicated by the arrows in Figs.4aand4b (b_. e_. k_ and 
n_ports). On these ports. the loop monitors are located quadrupole 
symmetrically. Since the holes bored on the RFQ cavity in order to 
install the loop monitors are small (the diameter of each hole is 11 
mm). al most no modification in the field distribution was induced by 
these holes. 

When the field distribution shown in Fig. 4a was measured. 
we used flat end plates at both ends. and each tuner was located at the 
position where its effect vanished. (From now on. this position is 
referred to as the standard position of the tuner.) As can be seen from 
Fig. 4a. the distributions are tilted down by about 10% (5% below 
the field strength) near to the beam entrance. The shapes of the vane 
ends were determined by using the empirical results of measure
ments on a cold model and analyses with the MAFIA code package 
[10.111. as shown in Fig. 5 . However. the vane end cutting at the 
entrance seems to be slightly smaller than the optimum. In order to 
compensate for the field tilt, the end plate at the entrance was 
machined as shown in Fig. 5. 

The dipole mode is mixed by about ±3 % (± 1.5% of the field 
strength) near to theeJX>rtsand kJX>rts. This value is about a factor 
of 1.5 as large as the dipole mode mixing observed in the measure
ment in the cold model. The measured resonant frequency of 430.46 
MHz is also different from the designed val ue of 4 31.50 MHz based 
upon the measured results in the cold model and the analyses with 
MAFIA. By welding the cooling-water pipes (introducing cooling 
watcrfrom the vacuum chamber to the cavity body) to the RFQ (sec 
Fig. 3). the resonant frequency was shifted by about 0.8 MHz. The 
deformation due to the welding can be the reason for the deviation 
in the resonant frequency and the large amount of dipole mode 
mixing. 

After tuning the resonant frequency and the fielddistribution 
by machining the tuners and the end plate. we obtained a uniform 
distribution within ±1.5% both longitudinally and azimuthally. as 
can be seen from Fig. 4b. (The field uniformity is within ±O.75%.) 
The inserted lengths of the tuners for tuning are shown in Fig. 6. 

The measured dispersion curves of the dipole modes (TE lIn 
modes) and the quadrupole modes (TE21O modes) are shown in Fig. 
7b. Fora comparison. Fig. 7ashows the measured dispersion curves 
of the dipole modes and the quadrupole modes on the cold model 
without the PISLs. As can be seen from Figs. 7a and 7b. the 
frequency separation (26.9 MHz) between the accelerating mode 
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Fig. 4 Distribution of the squares of magnetic field strengths in the four quadrants measured with 
bead perturbation method : (a) before tuning and (b) after tuning. 
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(TE2IO mode) and the nearest dipole mode in the JHP RFQ was 
about 6-times as large as that in the cold model without the PISLs 
(4.5 MHz). 

longitudinally and azimuthally by modifying the vane end condition 
and tuning the side-tuners. The measured Q-valuc of7170was 75% 
of the calculated value with the MAFIA. 
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In order to estimate the field stability against higher order 
quadrupole mode mixing, we inserted two movable tuners at the 
a..J>OrlS (near to the beam entrance) on the 2nd and 4th quadrants by 
0.5 mm and extracted two movable tuners at the o_ports (near to the 
beam exit) on the 1 st and 3rd quadrants by 0.5 mm. After moving 
these four tuners, the field distributions in the four quadrants were 
measured with the loop monitors, as shown in Fig. 8. In the figure, 
the vertical axis shows the pick-up power of each loop monitor 
normalized with that measured before moving the fourtuners. Since 
the pick-up power is proportional to the square of the magnetic field 
strength, the distributions are presented in the forms of the squares 
of the magnetic fields. As shown in Fig. 8, the distributions are tilted 
linearly by ±4% (a field tilt of ±2%), even with small movements of 
the tuners, though almost no dipole mode is mixed. Therefore, the 
accelerating field is not stable against higher order quadrupole mode 
mixing. However, it is possible to compensate for the field tilt 
produced by thermal deformation due to the rf power input, since the 
linear field tilt was easily produced by moving the movable tuners. 
The field tilt was comprehended as a result of the mixing of the 
lowest higher order quadrupole mode (TEm mode) with the 
accelerating mode. The frequency separation between the acceler
ating mode and the TE211 mode is small (3.2 MHz). As shown in Fig. 
6, the difference between the inserted lengths of the tuners at the 
m_ports on the 2nd and 4th quadrants is about 4 mm. The different 
inserted lengths of these two tuners are the perturbations to mix the 
dipole mode to the accelerating mode. However, the variation in the 
amount of the dipole mode mixing wa~ significantly small (from 
±1.5% to ±O.75%) with such large perturbations. Therefore, the 
accelerating mode is much more stable against dipole mode mixing 
than against higher order quadrupole mode mixing. ~ 480 ............. _ ...............•............ - -;:;- 480 ·············t····· ·······t··· ....... -

At the end of the measurements, the coupling factor of the i ~. : 
inputcouplersandtheunloadedQ-valueweremeasuredtobel.098 ~ ~ ~: ... : .~ 
and 7170,respectively. Byusing the Q-value, the necessaryrfpower 460 , ........... , ............. ..> 460 4~::~~~············:············· 
togencratethedesignvanevoltagewa~estimatedtobe490kW.The go ! 0 go cD 
measured coupling factor is c\ose to the ideal coupling of 1.12forno ~ 440 ········);;·;~·:~·;·;.f~~~~f~;~ ~ 440 ~,"" (')43~.;~~~~··········-
rf power reflection from the cavity with the design beam loading. b' )131. 43M1f~' b' .,432 os""z : 
The ideal coupling wa~ calculated from a wall loss of 490 kW and ~ .4;:: ~~~~~ ~ 
a beam power of 59 kW (a 20 rnA beam is accelerated from 50 ke V .... 420 ............ " ........... . ........ - .... 420 ........... + .............. j ... -

to 3 MeV). 

Conclusions 

The low-power rf characteristics of the RFQ stabilized with 
the PISLs were measured. Sixteen pairs of PISLs installed to the 
RFQ enlarged the frequency separation between the accelerating 
mode and the nearest dipole mode from 4.5 MHz (mca~ured in the 
cold model) to 26.9 MHz. The field distribution in the four quadran ts 
of the RFQ was mca<;ured by the bead-perturbation method. We 
ea~ily obtained a uniform field distribution within ±O.75% both 
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Measured dispersion curves: (a) in the cold model without PISLs 
and (b) in the lHP RFQ. 
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Distribution of the squares of magnetic 
field strengths in the four quadrants 
measured with the loop monitors after 
inserting two movable tuners at aJ>Orts 
by 5 rnm and extracted two movable 
tuners at o_ports by 5rnm. 

Fig.5 A schematic drawing of thc end plate at the 
entrance and the both vane end regions. 

Fig. 6 The inserted lengths of the tuners from 
the standard positions for tuning. 
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